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Start with SHAMANBackground

Visualizations

 Quantitative metagenomics is an approach broadly employed to
identify associations between a microbiome and an environmental /
individual condition (disease, geographical condition, …).

 To perform this type of approach, targeted sequencing of rDNA or
shotgun sequencing is performed and quantitative measures are
obtained by mapping the reads against the set of OTU identified or a
gene catalog.

 These data can be analyzed by developing R scripts including statistical
analysis (metagenomeseq, momr, edgeR, …) or web interface
dedicated to visualization (MEGAN, Shiny-phyloseq, Phinch).
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Experimental design / Statistical modeling

http://shaman.c3bi.pasteur.fr/

Conclusion / Future work

SHAMAN:
 Combines strong statistical approach with a dynamic

visualization interface.
 Integrates most of the analysis required for publication.
 Functions in real time.
 Already used in a publication [Quereda et al. PNAS 2016].

Contact: shaman@pasteur.fr

An experimental design table must be provided. The 
table is used to assign each sample to a condition, a 
time, an individual or an other metadata.

 Imported dataset is analysed to
identify which taxonomical level is
the most appropriate for the
analysis.

 Here 40% of the OTU are annotated
at the Genus level and 38 different
genera identified.

 These data are provided by most pipelines like:
 MASQUE (docker: aghozlane/masque)

for targeted metagenomics,
 MBMA for shotgun metagenomics

(https://github.com/anitaannamale/MBMA).

 The lack of easy-access methods that
providing both relevant statistical analysis
and specific visualization is a critical issue.

 Here we present SHAMAN, a Shiny-based
application that offers an unified experience
for the analysis of quantitative
metagenomics data.

 SHAMAN is freely accessible through a web interface at
http://shaman.c3bi.pasteur.fr/ and docker hub at aghozlane/shaman.
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SHAMAN requires as input of (1) a count table and (2) an annotation
table (as csv or tsv file) or a BIOM file.

SHAMAN process is divided into two steps:
 Normalization: The OTU/gene count is normalized using

size factors defined as the median of the ratio between
the count and the geometric mean of each OTU/gene (1)
[Anders 2010].
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 Modelization: DESeq2 local regression is used to get
robust estimation of the OTU dispersion and a
Generalized Linear Model is defined [Love 2014].
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The user defines a contrast vector to extract
features that are significantly different in
abundance according to the experimental design.
A guided and expert mode are available in
SHAMAN to perform this step.

Assume that 𝐶 = (𝑐𝑖𝑗)1≤𝑖≤𝑘;1≤𝑗≤𝑛 is a count table.

k and n correspond to the number of features (like OTU) and the number of
samples, respectively. 𝑐𝑖𝑗 represents the count of feature i in sample j. 𝑠𝑗 is

the size factor of sample j.

 Significant features are summarized in a table
indicating their base mean (mean normalized
count), fold change (how much the count varies
from one condition to the other) and adjusted p-
value.

SHAMAN visualizations fall into three categories:
 Diagnostic plots: These plots allow a quality check of

the data.
 Analysis plots: These plots are generated to

highlight the differences in abundance identified
by differential analysis.

 Statistical modeling plots: These plots assess the
relevance of the statistical modeling.Clustering

Barplot PCOA/PCA

Rarefaction curves

Scatter plots of size factors and dispersion estimation

Venn diagram

Scatter plot

BoxplotHeatmap

Taxonomy plotKrona plotNMDS plotRandom forest

Forthcoming 
features:

Diversity plot


